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ecording the fetal heart rate has been standard practice for
more than 159 years. The wooden Pinard’s stethoscope was the
first technology to be introduced and its modern version is still
in clinical usage in under developed countries. However, it only
provides information on the number of heart beats per minute.
Electronic fetal monitoring was developed with the introduction
of Cardiotocography (CTG) technology,1 which rapidly gained
clinical acceptance. It was believed that the provision of continuous
information would enable clinicians to detect babies exposed to
oxygen deficiency.
For many years it was assumed that birth asphyxia was the
principle cause of cerebral palsy [CP]. Indeed when CTG was
introduced in late 1960s it was hoped that this technique would
reduce the incidence of CP and mental retardation by 50 %.
Unfortunately, the results showed little or no benefit with respect
to long term neurological outcome, despite widespread use of the
CTG.2 Studies have shown that 3-28% of cases of CP are associated
with Intrapartum asphyxia.3
In a recent analysis, it has been stated that CTG will always be
a nonspecific method, currently dependent heavily on subjective
interpretation with large intra- and inter-observer differences.4,5
Thus the labour ward staff (and therefore the fetus) remains at risk
for wrong or delayed action.
To improve the scenario, recent development is invention of
The STAN system (ST Analysis, Neoventa Sweden). STAN is a
system for fetal surveillance that displays the FHR and information
resulting from the computerised analysis of ST interval of the fetal
ECG.6 This system is based on ECG changes determined by the
myocardial adaptation to oxygen deficiency.
The fetal heart’s ability to pump blood is dependent on a
balance between energy-consuming [myocardial workload] and
energy-yielding processes (metabolic reactions). The myocardial
cells produce the energy necessary to sustain the workload. In
normal labor when sufficient oxygen is available, the fetal heart
utilises oxygen-dependent aerobic metabolism, the energy balance
is positive and the ECG shows a normal ST-waveform.7
If the amount of oxygen available is insufficient, a fetus with
intact defence mechanisms reacts by releasing stress hormones
and switches to anaerobic metabolism from aerobic, to sustain the
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workload. Oxygen deficiency and anaerobic metabolism in the heart
muscle cells will therefore produce changes in the ST interval of the
fetal ECG.
The ST interval,8 consists of the ST segment and the T-wave.
A normal fetal ECG ST interval is characterized by a horizontal or
upward sloping ST segment and a T-wave with constant and stable
amplitude. A normal ST interval usually indicates a fetus capable of
coping with the stress of labor.
During oxygen deficiency or Intrapartum hypoxia, in the heart
muscle cells, anaerobic metabolism is initiated in order to sustain
energy production and myocardial function. The breakdown of
glycogen initiates the release of potassium ions, which causes an
increase in the T-wave height. The T-wave increase is an indirect
measurement of glycogen utilisation in the heart muscle cells.
ST depression and negative T-waves are other significant ST
changes that basically indicate a situation of compromised cardiac
performance. Therefore, ST analysis is based on the ability to
detect changes in the ST interval when the fetus defends itself from
hypoxia during labor.
The STAN machine consists of a monitor showing the fetal
CTG and analysis of fetal ECG continuously. It is non invasive
system attached to the fetus by fetal scalp electrode just like the
fetal scalp electrode of CTG machine. A single spiral fetal scalp
electrode records the total ECG,9 signel necessary for ST analysis
and CTG at the same time. The fetal ECG signal is automatically
recorded, processed and analysed by the STAN system and results
are shown on the screen. When the monitor detects any significant
change in the ST interval, these are displayed as “ST events” on the
main screen.10 These ST events are considered to be pathological
but their analysis is indicated as an adjunct to CTG monitoring to
determine whether obstetrical intervention is needed or not.
A number of studies,6,7,8,9 have been done on benefits of STAN
system and it has been observed that as interpretation of CTG faces
huge inter and intra observer variations, STAN interpretation gives
extra information regarding fetal distress. Prediction of fetal distress
depending upon CTG creates more difficulties for labor ward staff,
as many of the times; Cesaraian sections done for fetal distress do not
match with babies born with good apgar score. On the other hand,
babies born with low apgar score and diagnosed to have metabolic
acidosis show failure of diagnosis in labor depending upon CTG.
Confirmation of hypoxia can be done by fetal scalp blood sampling
during labor but it is not practiced widely. To overcome the difficulty
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felt for the diagnosis of Intrapartum hypoxia, STAN system has
been added to CTG so one has to interpret both at the same time.
Understanding of STAN needs special guidelines. STAN
clinical guidelines,11 have been developed and validated in clinical
trials in order to facilitate clinical implementation of ST analysis.
These guidelines are intended for a pregnancy of 36 completed
gestational weeks, vaginal delivery, vertex presentation, singleton
fetus and ruptured amniotic membranes. These guidelines have
been in use in Europe since the introduction of ST analysis in 2000,
and recently updated according to recommendations from the
European STAN expert group.12
There are 2 aspects to the guidelines: firstly, that it includes both
CTG interpretation and classification; and secondly, that clinical
action is recommended based on the combined assessment of the
CTG classification and ST events. When CTG changes occur, the
ST analysis provides additional information about the severity of
the stress and the clinical guidelines indicate where intervention
is recommended. The guidelines are not intended to replace
individualized clinical judgement and decision making.
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reduce ambiguity, improve and resolve negligence and medico-legal
issues. ST analysis of the fetal ECG has been through a rigorous
development progress that delivers improved care in perinatal
centres keen to participate and adapt. As with all methodologies,
nothing is achieved by a piece of machinery, it is the educated
monitor using the machinery that makes the difference.

Figure 3: Aerobic and Anaerobic Metabolism.
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Figure 1: ECG Complex showing normal ST interval.

Figure 2: View from Stan Machine Monitor showing the CTG,
Uterine contractions and Fetal ECG Analysis in the form of QRS
Complexes.
Fetal surveillance in labor relates to basic acid base biochemistry
as well as to modern computing and artificial intelligence. Only by
working towards improved understanding of mechanisms involved
with fetal reactions, or lack of reactions, would we be able to
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